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C=CONTINENTS AND COUNTRIES

• The Great Barrier Reef is in the continent
of Oceania.

• Is in the country of Queensland -
Australia, New Zeland and Papua -
New Guinea.



L=LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE

The longitude of The Great Barrier Reef:

• Australia is 147.485962, and is located in 
the Australian country in the Coral Sea. 
place category with the gps coordinates of 18 9' 22.6440" 
S and 147 29' 9.4632" E

• And the latitude of The Great Barrier Reef is of 2.600 
km.



O=OCEANS AND SEAS

• The Great Barrier Reef is located in the Coral 
sea,in the continent of Oceania.

• The Coral sea is located in the Pacific ocean, 
in eastern Australia.



C=COMPASS POINT

Its exact extent is difficult to delineate, although it is
considered to begin near latitude 9°S south of Papua

New Guinea 
and continue southeast to latitude 24°S, mostly as a 
line parallel to the southern coast. from Queensland.
It is also not a continuous line of reef, but is made

up of more than 2,000 individual reefs and nearly
1,000 islands.



K=KILOMETRES

• The Great Barrier Reef have 2,300 km 
long comprises thousands of reefs and 
hundreds of islands made up of more 
than 600 types of hard and soft coral. It 
is home to countless species of colorful 
fish, mollusks, and starfish, along with 
turtles, dolphins, and sharks.
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Species:

• The Great Barrier Reef contain more 
than 400 types of coral, 1500 species
of fish and 4000 species of molluscs. 
There are also 215 types of birds.

• The 10% of all the aquatic species
live in The Great Barrier Reef.



ANTIQUE, PRIZE, 
SIZE...

• Is more than 20 million years old.

• The Great Barrier Reef earns around
6 billion Australian dollars a year.

• The Great Barrier Reef is longer
than the Great Wall of China.



IMPORTANCE OF 
CORALS

• Provides food and protection for
marine creatures such as, hedgehogs, 
turtles, crabs, lobster...

• Coral reefs are also the natural 
habitat of some endangered species.



Is in danger!
• Global warming is increasing, and it is something that greatly affects the Barrier 

Reef.

• Coral is quite sensitive to temperature, this change causes a large part of its fauna to 
suffer.

• In fact, fish are already being lost and species are even becoming extinct.



WHY IS THE GREAT BARRIER REEF IMPORTANT?
Animals such as fish, hard and soft corals, mollusks, 

echinoderms, jellyfishes, sea snakes, marine turtles, 
sponges, whales, dolphins, seabirds, shorebirds, sharks, 
rays, dugong and marine mammals live on the Great 
Barrier Reef, this makes it important because due to
their strategic location between the coast and the open 
sea, the reefs serve as barriers that protect mangroves
and seagrass meadows from the onslaught of waves. 
Mangroves and grasslands, in turn, protect the reef from
sedimentation and serve as reproduction areas for many
of the species that are part of the reef ecosystem. Coral 
reefs provide food and protection for a lot marine 
creatures.

Humans are impacting the Great Barrier Reef doing
activities like coral mining, pollution and overfishing.
Blast fishing, access into islands and bays damages the
reef because global warming causes the temperature to
increase. Also the sea temperature increases, which
causes the corals to expel zooxanthallae, a microscopic
algae that provides them oxygen and a portion of the
organic compounds that they produce 
through photosynthesis so if they don’t have oxygen
they die.



Other dangers are diseas, destructive fishing
practices and worming oceans.

Factors that affect coral reefs are the OCEANS 
ROLE AS A CARBON DIOXIDE SINK, ATMOSPHERIC 
CHANGES, ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT,OCEAN 
ACIDIFICATION, VIRUSES,IMPACTS OF DUST 
STORMS carrying agents to far flung reefs, 
pollutants and others.

Climate changes, such as waming temperature.
causes coral bleaching, which if severe kills the
coral.

coral mining

The most common use of coral is to turn it into
limestone or a cement substitute for use as a 
building material; where a 1995 study showed that
20,000 cubic meters of coral were collected for
construction materials to use to build their
roads, houses .



HOW CAN WE SAVE THE GREAT BARRIER 
REEF?
93% of the Great Barrier Reef has been impacted by different types of pollution, this is the

house of over 1500 species of fish and there are also many 
corals, is the vital component of Australians fishers and generates 6 billion dollars i
n tourism each year so we have to save it.

We can save The Great Barrier reef doing this:
1. Try to reduce fossil fuel emissions
2. Try to eat less meat
3. Use reusable shopping bags
4. Conserve water
5. plant trees
6. put the rubbish in the correct bin 



1. TRY TO REDUCE FOSSIL FUEL EMISSIONS
Fossil fuels are non-renewables materials such as the petroleum and the 
carbon. Apart from causing air pollution, the burn from this one’s releases carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere and contributes to global warming.

As it was agreed in the Agreement of Paris in 2015, they are going to try to maintain 
the increase of the temperature in oceans in only 2 degrees Celsius. However, some 
scientists are afraid of that, for example, the world’s reefs, inside them The Great 
Barrier Reef, would not survive with such a limited temperature.

The measure that have to be taken are more than obvious: we need to 
reduce gas emissions, which are produced because of the consume of 
fossil fuels.



1.1 TRY TO REDUCE FOSSIL FUEL EMISSIONS
Coal is killing a unique natural gem 
in the world: the Great Barrier Reef of Australian.
The great barrier of coral is dying, because the waters become as 
a result of the climate change to which carbon emissions are contributing.
Therefore, massive coral bleaching is taking place.

And now the reef faces the ambition of energy companies.
In 2017, the project for a new coal mine was approved in the Protected Area of
the Great Barrier Reef.

A signature collection campaign was carried out so that the Australian
Government would not build this mine.
But it's been impossible, since it's already under construction.



2. TRY TO EAT 
LESS MEAT
Try to eat less meat, because the livestock

Produce a lot of pesticides and dangerous

Gases that are bad for the enviroment.

And many of this pesticides could end

In the seas and oceans.



3. USE REUSABLE SHOPPING BAGS

Millions of wastes of plastic are entangled in corals 
and reefs from Thailand until de Great Barrier Reef of 
Australia.

Use reusable shopping bags, because plastic bags can end up on the oceans, 
so these bags release toxic additives to the sea and also some animals 
confuse plastic bags with food so is dangerous.



4. CONSERVE WATER

Conserve water,

the less water we use, the less Runoffs and 
wastewater that will pollut the oceans and seas. 



5.PLANT TREES
•



6. PUT THE 
RUBBISH IN THE 
CORRECT BIN

• Depose the rubbish on the properly 
bin and don´t leave rubbish on the 
floor ,beach or mountains because 
this rubbish can pollut water and 
be dangerous for animals and 
corals.



Conclusion:
The Great Barrier Reef is a natural wonder located in Australia. It has more 

than 7000 species.

The Great Barrier Reef is in danger, and we have to save it because is very 
important. For example is an habitat for living things.

Together we can help save and take care for the great barrier reef.



THE END
Thanks for your atention.
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